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Recruiting the best lawyers is a critical process of any company legal department as the
success or otherwise of legal proceedings and legal advice can have huge financial
implications for any company.
What’s more, the recruitment of the best lawyers can have a beneficial affect on the
strategic decisions of the company and hence the avoidance of legal proceedings in the first
place.
When it comes to recruiting the best lawyers there are a range of options available,
including; local advertising, contacts through existing colleagues, and word of mouth. But
with all these approaches, your firm can miss out on finding the best lawyers available.
Industry best practice suggests that lawyer search firms represent the best way to locate the
right candidates for your business – but why?
Lawyer Search Firms – Every mature industry has specialists who know the market and can
offer their experience and expertise for lawyer recruitment. When it comes to recruitment
of important lawyers, a lawyer search firm can offer much more than you might expect.
For a start they usually have many years of experience in the industry. This means keeping
track of up and coming lawyers and identifying those lawyers who are not only hungry to
progress their careers, but who have exceptional talent. Lawyer search firms also have a
range of important relationships with more established lawyers who could be looking to
further their lawyering career with the next appointment.
The Best Lawyer Search Firms – The very best lawyer search firms operate nationally. That
is, they have a nationwide approach that opens up the potential to search for and find the
very best lawyer talent for your firm.
The best lawyer search firms also have many existing relationships and contacts with proven
talent working in a range of industries – a small but significant advantage when it comes to
recruiting the right lawyer for your industry.
Above all, the very best lawyer search firms keep track of hundreds of top lawyers and can
easily assess their careers and suitability for the role your film wishes to fill. This is
absolutely vital if you wish to recruit specialist lawyers with a proven track record in your
firms industry.
So, when it’s time to recruit additional lawyers to your legal team, your first stop should be
with lawyer search firms and all the benefits they can bring to your recruitment.

